BCF Teacher Education Division (TEd)
APPLICATION for ADMISSION

Name: ________________________ Application Date: ______ Overall GPA ______

Major: ________________________ Adviser: ____________________________

If you have not taken Teacher Education courses yet, when do you plan to enter the TEd Division?
Fall____ Year ______ Spring____ Year____

Have you previously attended BCF? (check one) No ____Yes ___ Specify the last term you attended ______

To complete this Application for Admission, you must complete or show evidence of the following:
1. Cumulative GPA _______ (Adviser will verify.)
2. GKT: Math ____ English Language Skills ____ Essay ___ Reading ___ (Please mark “P” for “Passed,” “Pdg” for “Pending,” “F” for “Failed” and “NT” for “Not taken yet.” You must provide a copy of the Unofficial Score Report as an attachment to this Application.)
3. Copy of District Security Badge (for proof of fingerprinting. Provided as an attachment to this Application)
4. Essay (see below)

Requirements for Entrance into the Teacher Education Division

To enroll in education courses of the Teacher Education Division (TEd) of The Baptist College of Florida, a student must have earned 50 hours of undergraduate credit with a cumulative GPA of 2.50 or better and must pass all subsections of General Knowledge Test (GKT) of the FTCE. Also, the student must be fingerprinted for the county in which they intend to complete their field experience and provide proof of this fingerprinting in the form of a badge. The student must submit an application to the TEP and be interviewed and approved by a TEP Admissions Committee (TEP faculty members) as part of their application.

Students who reach their 50th hour without a GPA of 2.50 or without passing the GKT may register for education courses with the permission of the TEP Admissions Committee and will be given one semester to improve their cumulative GPA to at least a 2.50 and/or to pass the GKT. Those who do not earn a 2.50 or pass the GKT after this additional semester will not be allowed to continue in education courses and will be advised to change their major.

ESSAY: On the back of this page (only), please write a three paragraph essay explaining the following:
Paragraph 1: How you became interested in education
Paragraph 2: Why you want to pursue a degree in education
Paragraph 3: Why you have chosen BCF to pursue this degree.

I understand that I must turn in this form (front and back completed), a copy of my FTCE Score Report for the GKT, and a copy of the Security Badge (to verify proof of fingerprinting) by September 15 for spring entry and February 15 for fall entry into the TEd.

________________________________ __________________________
Student Signature Date: __/__/__

(Below this line for BCF office use only.)

The above student:
_____ Is conditionally accepted into the BCF Teacher Education Division
The following conditions must be met before he/she can be unconditionally accepted:
_____ 1. Provide attached copy of score report for GKT(s): Math English Language Skills Essay Reading
_____ 2. Increase cumulative GPA to at least a 2.5
_____ 3. Provide attached copy of Security Badge to show proof of fingerprinting
_____ 4. Completed Essay (Essay not acceptable for the following reasons: ____________________)

_____ Is unconditionally accepted into the BCF Teacher Education Division
Date of Acceptance: _________________

________________________________ __________________________
Committee Signature Date: __/__/__ Committee Signature